Local Resection of Rectal Cancer after Neoadjuvant Therapy: A New Trend for Organ Preservation
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ABSTRACT

Low anterior resection for rectal cancer is associated with high morbidity, permanent stomas and functional impairment. Different strategies to avoid this surgery in low rectal cancer are being pursued. Several prospective trials have explored a strategy of neoadjuvant treatment to downstage rectal cancer and allow for local resection of the tumor. In this paper we review these trials and the published results of this strategy in regards of patient selection, successful downstaging, oncologic outcomes, morbidity and functional outcomes. In selected patients, this new strategy achieved good downstaging of tumors and similar oncologic outcomes when compared to radical resection. Some questions regarding patient selection remain, mainly which patients should undergo completion surgery after local resection.
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INTRODUCTION

The concept of organ preservation in rectal cancer surgery is extremely appealing for mainly two reasons. First, low anterior resection surgery is associated with a high morbidity rate and permanent stomas. Second, it is also associated with functional impairment with low anterior resection syndrome (LARS), sexual and urinary problems and fecal incontinence. The preservation of the rectum could avoid this morbidity. Currently two strategies allow for rectal preservation in rectal cancer, local resection and watch and wait protocol. Without any other kind of treatment, the former is appropriate only to pT1 rectal cancer, while the latter involves neoadjuvant treatment to achieve a complete clinical response.

In this paper we sought to review the literature of a different strategy, neo-adjuvant treatment to downstage rectal cancer and allow for a local resection.
The paradox of current rectal cancer management

Current rectal cancer treatment is somewhat paradoxical. Early stage rectal cancer (pT1) is amenable to local excision. Locally advanced rectal cancer is treated with neoadjuvant therapy first (1) but in the setting of a complete clinical response some groups use a watch and wait strategy and the patient does not even undergo surgery (2). In T2N0 rectal cancer the only accepted strategy is radical surgery (1), which means that earlier rectal cancer is treated in a potentially more aggressive way than more advanced rectal cancer. Using neoadjuvant treatment to downstage T2 rectal cancer may be an answer to try to spare patients major surgery. In the setting of a non-complete response to neoadjuvant treatment local excision might be enough because of tumor downstaging and sterilization of the mesorectum.

Prospective studies

There are two prospective cohorts and two randomized controlled trials (RCT) investigating the downstaging of rectal tumors with neoadjuvant chemoradiation followed by transanal excision (table 1). All these studies selected patients with small tumors in the mid or low rectum in which local excision was feasible.

The earliest of these trials was a RCT published in 2012 by Lezoche et al (3). It involved two Italian centers. In total, 102 patients with rectal cancer staged T2, G1/G2, under 3 cm diameter and no lymphovascular or perineural invasion were randomized after neoadjuvant chemoradiation to either local excision or total mesorectal excision (TME).

Two prospective cohorts were published in 2015. The ACOZOG Z6041 (4) was a multicentric prospective trial in which patients with clinical T2N0 rectal cancer, under 4 cm diameter and less than 40% of the rectal circumference were given neoadjuvant chemoradiation with capcitabine and oxaliplatin followed by transanal excision. Patients with positive margins or ypT3 tumors after local excision were offered radical surgery. As in Lezoche’s study ypT2 patients entered follow-up. Of the 79 patients recruited, two did not undergo surgical treatment due to neoadjuvant treatment related complications, one had a TME and an additional four did not fulfill the criteria of rectal preservation.

CARTS (5) was a prospective multicenter cohort which differs from the previous study in several important aspects. First, it enrolled patients with a clinical stage T1-T3 N0. Second, it used the tumor response to chemoradiation to select patients for local resection. Third, patients with > ypT1 tumors were subject to major surgery after local excision. It enrolled 55 patients but because of neoadjuvant treatment complications 4 patients did not undergo surgical treatment. In 9% of the patients enrolled MRI revision reclassified the disease as N1.

The GRECCAR 2 (6) study was a prospective multicentric randomized controlled trial that randomized 145 patients with cT2-T3 rectal cancer with a maximum diameter of 4 cm and with good clinical response to neoadjuvant chemoradiation defined as residual tumor under 2 cm. It allowed inclusion of patients with up to three positive lymph nodes in the clinical staging. The primary endpoint of this study was a composite score of death, recurrence, major surgical morbidity and severe complications. Of the 186 patients recruited, 148 were considered good responders to chemoradiotherapy and ultimately 145 were randomized to either local excision or TME. There was a significant proportion of patients randomized to TME that did not undergo that surgery, 8 received local excision and 3 received no surgery.

Downstaging of tumors

The downstaging after neoadjuvant treatment,
morbidity and oncologic results are summarized in tables 2 and 3.

In Lezoche's study about half the patients were downstaged to ypT1 or ypT0 and around half of the patients that remained T2 had downsize of at least 50% of tumor volume. They reported no ypT3 tumors. No patients in the local excision group had a completion TME. In Z6041 major surgery was offered to patients with positive margins or ypT3 histology. Almost half of the patients achieved a complete pathologic response, 14% had ypT1, 31% ypT2, 4% ypT3 and 1 patient ypTx.

In the intention to treat group, at the end of follow-up, 91% of patients that received neoadjuvant chemoradiation fulfilled the criteria for rectal preservation.

In the CARTS study, of the 55 patients included only 47 were restaged ypT0-2 after neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy and proceeded to local resection. In only 30 patients (55% of the sample) the criteria established for rectal preservation after local excision was achieved. In this study the criteria for rectal preservation was stricter than the previous referred studies. It did not allow for rectal preservation in ypT2 tumor. If the criteria of the previous studies were followed a further 15 patients, with ypT2 tumors, would have had rectal preservation bringing the total up to 81.8% which is not very different from the Z6041 study. If we applied the CARTS criteria to Lezoche's and Z6041 studies the rate of rectal preservation would be 52% and 63% respectively. Like the CARTS study, in GRECCAR 2, ypT0-1 were followed-up, ypT2-3 and R1 had a TME. In the complete cohort 61% were deemed to have a good pathological response (57 patients (40%) ypT0 and 29 (20%) ypT1), 44 patients (31%) were ypT2 and 12 (9%) were ypT3. Again, this distribution is very similar to the previous studies.

**Oncologic outcomes**

Both RCT found no difference in local recurrence, distant metastasis, overall survival and disease-free survival between local excision and TME. All studies have different follow-up times, but local recurrence is between 4 to 8%. After local excision, local recurrences tend to happen within the first year of follow-up. Lezoche does not describe the salvage treatment after local recurrence. In the other studies 9 of 12 patients with local recurrence underwent salvage surgery.

Distant metastasis occurred in 4 to 8% in most studies but in GRECCAR 2 distant metastasis rate was 15% in local excision group and 13% in the TME group. In this study, 38% of the recruited patients had N1 disease which might explain the higher rate of distant metastasis. Overall survival is between 72% at almost 10 years and 82.8% at 53 months. Disease-free survival ranges from 75% to 89%. Again, in GRECCAR 2 the disease-free survival is lower than the observed in

---

**Table 2 – Final pathology after neoadjuvant treatment**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Lezoche</th>
<th>CARTS</th>
<th>Z6041</th>
<th>GRECCAR2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>patients with surgery</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ypT0</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>27.0%</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>44.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ypT1</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24.0%</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>19.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ypT2</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>49.0%</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>31.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ypT3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ypTx</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3 – Morbidity and oncologic results**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Lezoche</th>
<th>Z6041</th>
<th>CARTS</th>
<th>GRECCAR2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LE</td>
<td>TME</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follow-up time</td>
<td>9.6 years</td>
<td>56 months</td>
<td>53 months</td>
<td>3 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgical morbidity</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>10.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local recurrence</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>7.80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distant metastasis</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>7.80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall survival</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>94.8%</td>
<td>82.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease free survival</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>81.6%</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>82%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
other studies probably because of the types of patients recruited. All authors consider local excision after neoadjuvant treatment in selected patients to be oncologic safe, either because their own study shows no difference in the outcomes between groups or their results are similar to results previously reported in total mesorectal excision for rectal cancer.

**Morbidity**

Local excision seems to be an excellent alternative to total mesorectal excision to decrease de morbidity of surgery. There is no risk of anastomotic leak with peritonitis, and most morbidity after local excision is minor (7). Local excision after neoadjuvant chemoradiation might have higher morbidity (8). Lezoche found no difference in morbidity between local excision and total mesorectal excision, with a rate of major morbidity 2 and 6 % respectively. They found differences in the stoma rate, temporary and definitive, duration of surgery, blood loss and need for transfusion.

In CARTS five major complications were identified and 4 needed reoperation, one rectovaginal fistula, one hemorrhage and two pre-sacral abscess that required a colostomy formation.

In GRECCAR 2 local excision had a rate of major complications of 11% (653 patients) while the TME group had a rate of 21% (1361 patients).

Chemoradiotherapy is also an important source of morbidity. Due to unfavorable toxic effects the chemoradiation protocol of Z6041 study had to be revised. Originally, the protocol used capecitabine and oxaliplatin in addition to radiation. The radiation and capecitabine dose were reduced.

In GRECCAR 2 the chemotherapy regimen was also changed. The use of oxaliplatin was discontinued because of the results of a phase III trial (9) and indeed they found lower side effects in patients with the revised protocol.

In CARTS two patients died because of chemoradiation therapy complications and another two had severe side effects that precluded them to have surgery, another patient in Z6041 had no surgery because of chemotherapy side effects. Most of the patients recruited in these studies would not have had neoadjuvant treatment for their tumors (<T3 N0).

**Who could benefit from this strategy**

Even though GRECCAR 2 found no difference in oncologic outcomes between the two strategies, they were not able to affirm the superiority of the local excision strategy. This happened because although the surgical complications of the local excision group were less severe than the TME group, the completion TME after local excision group had more than twice the complication rate of the TME group (21 vs 46%). The high rate of complications is this subgroup offset the advantages of local excision so there was no difference in the composite outcome between groups.

This is an extremely interesting point, the strategy of neoadjuvant therapy followed by local excision seems to be a tradeoff between surgical morbidity of TME and chemoradiation morbidity and the possibility of increased morbidity with completion TME after local excision. The key seems to be patient selection. Using the clinical response to the neoadjuvant therapy does not seem to have a very good correlation with the final pathological outcome. Even in good responders around 30% of patients have at least ypT2 tumors and 10% have ypT3 tumors. Considering the results of these trials the question is if we can preserve the rectum in ypT2 patients.

Both Z6041 and Lezoche’s studies did not perform completion TME in ypT2 patients. Lezoche does not detail in whom recurrence occurred. In Z6041 two recurrences in 24 patients with ypT2 were detected, one local and one lung metastasis, an 8,3% rate. In contrast, CARTS study found three local recurrences in 9 patients with ypT2 histology that refused further surgery. Even accounting for these recurrences, the authors considered the oncological results acceptable. In GRECCAR 2 the randomization and inclusion of clinical N+ patients allowed the authors to detail the percentage of patients with positive lymph nodes in the TME specimens. The found no positive nodes in ypT0-1, 8% in ypT2 and 40% in ypT3. Only one in 55 patients cN0 had pathological positive lymph node. This led the authors to state that probably ypT2 cN0 tumors might not benefit from completion TME because the probability of positive lymph nodes is very low. This leads us to consider that follow-up in ypT2 patients in oncologically sound.

By including ypT2 patients in the follow-up group the proportion of patients needing completion TME decreases drastically to between 9 and 19%. In GRECCAR 2 this would mean that 3 in 4 patients that were supposed to have a completion TME would not have it. Only ypT3, R1 or N+ patients would need further surgery. By using completion TME in fewer patients the morbidity profile changes in favor of the local excision group.
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Watch and Wait

The percentage of patients complete pathologic response ranges from 8 to 24% (10). Local excision after neoadjuvant treatment studies showed a rate of complete pathologic response ranging from 27 to 49%. These results suggest that the patients recruited for these studies were better responders than average patients. The selection of earlier rectal cancer contributes to this as the response rate seems to be related to the stage. The probability of complete pathologic response is 58% in T1, 28% in T2, 16 % in T3 and 12 % in T4 (10). In GRECCAR 2, 61 % of the patients achieved a good response (ypT0-1), which was higher in cT2 than in cT3 patients with a good response ratio of 69 vs 51% respectively. Small tumors like the ones recruited in these trials respond better to chemoradiotherapy and are the best candidates for an organ preservation strategy.

In these studies, complete clinical response was treated with local excision. These patients could have benefited from a watch and wait program. Local excision in this setting confirms absence of tumor in bowel wall but unfortunately cannot confirm nodal status to affirm complete pathologic response. Up to 4 % of patients have a local nodal recurrence after clinical complete response and watch and wait (11). Confirming ypT0 disease might not be relevant, even more so considering that there is morbidity associated with local excision after neoadjuvant treatment. Local excision might prevent local regrowth, which occurs in 15.7% of watch and wait patients (12). Usually regrowth can be managed by salvage surgery (12,13).

The strategy of local excision after neoadjuvant treatment seems to be best employed when dealing with a near complete response after an extended observation period. Some of these patients will have a complete pathologic response and others will fit the criteria established by these studies of disease downstaging with comparable oncologic long-term results with TME.

Two distinct groups of patients can achieve complete or near complete clinical response. The traditional patients that have neoadjuvant chemoradiation with locally advanced rectal cancer and this new group of patients with cT2N0 which current guidelines only recommend radical surgical treatment. This second group responds better to the neoadjuvant treatments; however, non-responders will be over-treated. They will still receive radical surgery and receive chemoradiation with its consequences.

Patient selection

Considering the good results regarding morbidity and oncologic profile and the high rates of morbidity of completion TME, the best candidates for this approach are small tumors (< 4 cm) in which local excision is feasible and are staged cT2-3 N0 or N1. Small tumors respond better to neoadjuvant treatments. These patients should be restaged and if considered good clinical responders by the criteria of GRECCAR 2 study it is safe to proceed with local excision of the tumor. If the final pathology is ypT0-2, follow-up without completion TME should be offered to the patient as further surgery would increase greatly the risk important morbidity and the probability of residual disease in the mesorectum is very low.

Functional outcomes

Stijns (14) reported on the functional results of patients with successful organ preservation in the CARTS study. They found that 50% of the patients had major LARS. The combination of local excision and radiotherapy might explain these results as both can contribute do this syndrome.

Quality of life results were also published by Lezoche’s group, they found that even though local excision patients reported better results in the early post-operative period at three years there was no difference in the scores evaluated between the local excision and TME groups (15).

CONCLUSION

Local excision after neoadjuvant chemoradiation achieves similar oncological results as radical surgery in highly selected patients with small rectal tumors. This strategy should probably be used in conjunction with watch and wait protocols. Patient selection is critical to decrease the proportion of patients in which completion TME is necessary because of it’s increased morbidity.
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